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THE MODE FAMILY OF EXPERIMENTS 
Fluid Tea 
(FrA) 
Non-Linear nynamic8 of 
Jointed Truss Structures in 
Gravity 
1 
Influence of Gravity on the 
.ctive Control 
ultibody Platlorm 
MACE ia part of a logical sequence of cost-effective flight 
experiments designed to advance technololrV of interest to NASA 
in the area of controlled structurey. 
Space 'E"lJiruuin9 1\,st.arcli Cen,er 
....... , 
EXPERIMENTAL 'PHILOSOPHY 
• Use the shuttle/8tation for engineering research (as opposed to 
demonstratio 
• Investigate (dynamics) phenomena which are influenced by 
gravity 
• Use the Middec;Laboratory Module as a shirt sleeve lab 
environment with heavy ~ . 
• Use scaling laws to build model which capture the essential 
physics of the problenl and yield results of practical valut=, 





THE MIDDECK O .. GRAVITY DYNAMICS 
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MODE provides a reusable dynamics test facility which will be used 




• Engineering science objective is to characterize fundamental O-g 
slosh behavior ant 
• Why: '. 





.. Design more efficient spacecraft. 












0.0 I i Space: Water in a Flat Bottom Tank 
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C ~i ' f SpICe: water In a Flat BoaomTank 
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Uncoupled Test with Disttlled Water a8 Tnt fluid in 8 3.1 cm Flat Bonom Cylindrical Tank. 
Slosh Force. 
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Uncoupled Te: IIh Distn ti Telt fluid in • 3.t em Flat BoHom Cylindrical Tank. 
Non-olanat Slosh Force. 
Spau 'E,r . '0, ~esedn:~ Center 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Space Experiments: 
, .. nQnlinear behavior in space than observed on 
• ....... N . namping ratio8 a~d trnquenciee 8ignificantly 
~n" A.n .... 8ft....... . 
- Demonstrated the ability in inve8tigate fluid slosh in 
.. 
mlcro-
Analytical Model . 
Future 
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- Improve nonlinear solution techniq~e 
- More space experiments required to investigate effects of 






STA OBJECTIVES, REQUIREMENTS & APPROAC 
• Engineering sc~ence objectives are to characterize the 
fundamental changes in dynamics in O-g due to absence of 
gravity on joints, to quantify the changes due to the absence of 
suspension and gravity load on metnbers, and to obtain 
quantitative data for correlation with numerical models. 
• Requirements . 
Truss structure containing elements offuture space structures. 
Nonlinear joints with'vanaua.., 
behavior.in several gravity/joint pre-load conditions. 
Reconfigurable truss with deployable and erectable bays. 
• Modelling approac 
Develop global linear model using FEM and modal test data. 
Develop Force-State Map of non-li ____ & ... ___ "&& • ..,,,,&&_&&~. 
Develop describing functions from Force-State Map. 
Insert describing functions into global &&&VU~& U&&U 
forced response using Harmonic Balanc, 
Verify predictions with MODE flight and ltround test results . 
....... , 
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Basellne Configuration . .. PLI •• Channel 6/Load Cell 
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10,2' - -----u-~=;~~~~~ o = Low Force; . = Medium Force; • = High Force o = Low Force; + = Medium Force; x = Hi2h Fore 7.S 1.6 1.1 7.8 7.9 8 
Frequency (Hz) 
NOTE: Torsion Mode Only. High Pre-Load. 
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TORSION MODE ALPHA LOOSE 
Space Data -- Channel6/Load Cell 
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CONCLUSIONS OF ORBITAL TESTING 
Variation measured for erectable, deployable and articulated 
hardware as it functi 
_&& .. ~&&,,--"" 
gravity loadln 
Nonlinearities of the STA are more' apparent in O-gravity, 
especially the alpha loose, which loses resonant "I "I • 
Modes generally soften with increasing force. but increase · 
damping is significantly more pronounced 
• Changes in frequency between earth and space are generally 
within the variance of ground testing for the baseline, but outsiae 
the variance for the alpha and L configurations. 
• Changes in damping are well outside the variance of ground 
testin 










.our days of one crew member. 
• Test anu8upDo: 
• ESM L'I.n~ft in a fourt: .UU~"A locke ... 
middeck lockers. 
• Wirinfl is nre-intelttated in the test article for ease of assembly . 
...... , 
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MIDDECK ACTIVE CONT~6l I=XPERIMENT (MACE) 
.... Pe.y~.I~_pm~mt ·M.~~;er~,a~ Te~t~~ea, motor.) 
~-.....,....,.... .. ~ 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
• Science Objective 
To develop a verified set of methods that will allow 
designers of CSIICST spacecraft, whi~ .....  ~Q."" .. u.u 
dynamically tested on the ground in a sufficiently realistic 
O~g siInulationt to have confidence in the eventual orb· 
perfotmance of such spacecraft. 
• Implicatio 
nderstand direct and indirect gravity effects and the 
relation between control authority and manifestati"u. 
Develop' procedures for predicting on-orbit performance. 
Quantify prediction accuracy achievable through analysis 
and ground teSM;I. 
Develop techniques for on-orbit identification. 
Quantify performance improvement through control 










l-g fini~~~lent~l!tmod~ll. -... :~ 
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Measurement Based C'AJntrol I 













MACE I-G AND O-G MODELS 
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SINGLE-INPUT, TWO-OU: UTWITH 
AND BUS 
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Transfer functions from gimbal to 
yload inertial angle 
• Payload pendulum and first 
bendinl! modes are BUDpresse 
• In addition, higher frequenc' 
flexibl lunnresseu . 
.. 
• An order of magnitude 
reduction in pointing 
achieved. 
• or IS 
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M.I.T. SERe is pursuing followon flight experiments which either reuse 
the MODE and MACE hardware or build upon the associated experienc",. 
• MODE Reflight in 1993 
- Reflight of the Structural Test Article (STA) to investigate 
two unexpected physical phenomena which aDDeared 
during the on-orbit operation of MODE .... 
- Shifts in the modal frequencies in the most geometrically 
complex configuration were greater than expected and 
laid outside the preprogrammed test windows. 
- The alpha joint exhibited jump phenomena. 
• Fluid Advanced Dynamic Experiment (FADE) 
The MODE ESM with Fluid Test Article (ITA) Assembly is 
available to conduct on-orbit fluid dynamic researc.u. 
• MODEon MIR 
M.I.T. SERe has received a written invitation to fly MODE 
hardware on the Russian Space Station (MIR) 










The MODE family offlight ·experiments is designed to verify 
analytical tools developed to predict the gravity denendent 
behavior of proposed space s~ctutes. 
The MODE family of flight experiments uses reusable dynamic 
and control i'A!8t facilities ' and exploits the s" · 
environment on the· STS. tt1iddec~. 
MACE investigates gravity dependent phenomena pertinent to 
the closed-loon dynamics of propos~d soace structures. 
Gravity and suspension effects perturb the MACE tes 
flexible modes when tested on the ground. 
Suspension mode stabilization can obscure important gravity 
influences on the flexible behavior during l-g closed-Ioo VA ...... &. 
• Measurement models have been used successfully to achieve 
over an order of magnitude improvement in pointing accuracy. 
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